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Abstract

Does pharmaceutical marketing data expose patient records? In 2003, just after the 
promulgation of the HIPAA Privacy Rule, a major American pharmaceutical company 
commissioned a report across 9 states to determine the number of people in those 
states who may be at risk of being identified if patient pharmacy claims data used for 
marketing were shared.  In May 2003 the report showed that 2.3% of individuals could 
be uniquely identified from the de-identified prescription records used for marketing 
purposes at the time and that 6.1% were identifiable to a binsize of 2 (i.e., the record 
either uniquely related to one named person or related indistinguishably to 2 identified 
people).  These results used prescription information {drug, dosage and refill 
information, patient diagnosis, patient ZIP inferred from pharmacy ZIP, prescription fill 
date}.  No explicit patient identifiers (e.g., name or address) appeared in the data.  The 
prescribing doctor was not uniquely identified.  Results were based on the states: New 
York, Illinois, Michigan, Massachusetts, Florida, California, Pennsylvania, Texas, and 
Arizona.  The primary means of re-identification was linking the prescription records to 
ambulatory and hospital discharge data using patient {diagnosis, inferred ZIP, and drug, 
dosage and refill information} to learn more patient demographics and then linking that 
result to a voter list (or other population register) to learn the names of the subjects of 
the prescriptions.   In comparison, the HIPAA Safe Harbor tends to re-identify about 
0.04% of the population, thereby showing that in general more personal information is 
put at risk in these data than with the HIPAA Safe Harbor, however variability exists in 
re-identification rates from state to state with some states having re-identification rates 
less than the HIPAA Safe Harbor.  Other privacy observations found in the data, but not 
part of the analysis, include: (1) the data did not segment or restrict access to special 
medical classes protected by law, such as psychiatric and HIV related prescriptions; 
and, (2) the data made it possible to construct a patientʼs prescription profile over time, 
which could further increase re-identification risk.  This paper summarizes the earlier 
2003 report, reviews subsequent publication, and imposes the emergent scientific-legal 
approach of comparing re-identification rates to the HIPAA Safe Harbor.  In the end 
though, this paper demonstrates the best of measuring de-identification risks while 
exposing the perils of de-identification as a regime.
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1. Introduction

Price Waterhouse Coopers predicts that sharing personal health information beyond the 
direct care of the patient will be a two billion dollar market over the next few years [1].  
Many companies thrive through selling data based on acquiring, curating and 
aggregating personal data.  For example, IMS Health collects personal prescription 
information from pharmacies and pharmacy benefits programs, and then uses it to sell 
market information to pharmaceutical companies [2].  Acxiom collects personal 
information from public records, such as marriage licenses and voter lists, and uses it to 
provide background checks [3].  Geisinger Health System, a large integrated health 
system, created a company called MedMining, which licenses its data to promote 
healthcare research, primarily to major pharmaceutical companies and large biotech 
companies [4].  

A key question is whether shared data in todayʼs data affluent environment respects the 
intent of privacy regulations. For years, privacy policies relied on de-identification, the 
removal of explicit identifiers (e.g. name, address, and Social Security number), as a 
way to provide privacy in data. This approach is too naive in todayʼs data rich society 
because other data sources often exist that contain some or all of the same values, 
allowing redacted identity information to be restored by linking datasets. As evidence, 
there have been several highly publicized cases of re-identifications [e.g. 5, 6, 7, 8].  
Stronger privacy technology protections based, such as k-anonymity [9] and differential 
privacy [10], modify the data beyond merely removing explicit identifiers but incentives 
are lacking to use or develop these technical approaches as access to poorly de-
identified data remains widespread. 

For insight, we revisit prior work done in 2003, just after the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act Privacy Rule (“HIPAA”)  was promulgated [11], and determine 
how the identifiability of pharmaceutical marketing data based on de-identified patient 
prescription data compares with acceptable levels of identifiability derived from HIPAA.

2. Background

In 2003, a major pharmaceutical company commissioned a report across 9 states to 
determine the number of people in those states who may be at risk of being identified if 
patient pharmacy claims data used for marketing were shared.  The pharmaceutical 
company had contracts with a number of managed care organizations in which the 
managed care organizations received rebates that depended on their use of the 
pharmaceutical companyʼs products.  These contracts required the managed care 
organizations to submit copies of patient prescription claims data after each quarter to 
allow the pharmaceutical company to validate and ultimately pay rebates as established 
by the contract.

The pharmaceutical company was concerned about sharing the data under HIPAA and 
asked researchers at two different organizations for a two-tiered determination as to 
whether values in the data were sufficiently de-identified under HIPAA so that the data 
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could be shared and used broadly.  One group, led by Dr. Sweeney [12], computed 
identifiability risks, and the other group, led by Dr. Stoto [13], mapped those risks to the 
statistical disclosure literature at the time [14].  This report summarizes the efforts of 
both groups and updates the results based on more recent approaches [15][16][17][18]
[19], all of which is further discussed in the later sections of this writing after describing 
the dataset and legal standards below.  

2.1. Dataset Fields 

The data, termed the “Dataset”, consists of a record for each prescription filled.  Figure 
2 provides the overall domain of fields available and Figure 1 shows the 19 fields that 
serve as the basis for the assessment. Presumably the pharmaceutical company could 
achieve its marketing objectives using the fields in Figure 1 only.

Fields in Figure 2 and Figure 1 report information about the patient, the prescribing 
physician, and the pharmacy.  No explicit patient identifiers, such as name and address,  
appear, but there is patient specific information in the overall layout (Figure 2). 
Specifically, diagnosis and prescription_number and possibly contract_id and group_id, 
because contract_id may identify the patientʼs employer and group_id may be the 
number assigned to the patientʼs family.  In the fields that are the subject of the 
assessment (Figure 1), diagnosis is the only explicit patient information.  The 
prescribing physician is explicitly identified in the overall layout (Figure 2) by 
prescriber_id, which is a commonly used industry number that appears in a publicly 
available registry of explicitly identified physicians, but that information does not appear 
in Figure 1.  The pharmacy that filled the prescription is explicitly identified in Figure 2 
by pharmacy_id , which is a commonly used industry number that appears in a publicly 
available registry of explicitly identified pharmacies.  Only the field pharmacy_ZIP 
appears in Figure 1.  All other fields in Figure 1 refer to drug information.  In summary, 
the subject of the assessment, unless stated otherwise or made obvious from context, 
uses the fields in Figure 1, which includes the patientʼs diagnosis and prescription 
number, the pharmacies explicit identity and ZIP, drug and refill information, and the 
date (day, month and year) the prescription was filled.

1. Prescription number
2. Pharmacy ID
3. Date of fill
4. NDC number
5. Quantity
6. Plan/Prescription level
7. Plan ID
8. Plan Name
9. Pharmacy ZIP
10. Unit of measure

11. Dosage form
12. Diagnosis code
13. Days supply
14. Prescription type
15. Total number of prescriptions
16. Therapeutic class
17. Reimbursement date
18. New/refill code
19. Product description

Figure 1. Subset of fields described in Figure 2 that are the subject of the assessment.Figure 1. Subset of fields described in Figure 2 that are the subject of the assessment.
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Figure 2. File layout provided to describe the overall data fields.  See Figure 1 for a list of those 
fields above that are the subject of the assessment.
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New York
Illinois
Michigan
Massachusetts
Florida

California
Pennsylvania
Texas
Arizona

Figure 3. Nine states that are the subject of the assessment.  The Dataset draws records from 
prescriptions filled in these states, collectively termed “States”.
Figure 3. Nine states that are the subject of the assessment.  The Dataset draws records from 
prescriptions filled in these states, collectively termed “States”.
Figure 3. Nine states that are the subject of the assessment.  The Dataset draws records from 
prescriptions filled in these states, collectively termed “States”.

2.2. Dataset Geography 

The Dataset draws records from prescriptions filled in the states listed in Figure 3, 
collectively termed the “States”.  The States reflect differing population models as well 
as availability of individual-level data and other characteristics and so, results per state 
may vary. 

The Dataset is a data stream where the fields and range of associated values remain 
the same but the values associated with each field are likely to change as prescription 
information for different patients and pharmacies are included over time. 

2.3. HIPAA Privacy Rule

HIPAA dictates allowed disclosures of patient information, specifying who can receive 
which specific patient data elements and circumstances for sharing patient information 
with researchers and other organizations not involved in the direct care of the patient. 

“HIPAA covered entities” are those organizations that are directly subject to HIPAA.  
These are organizations directly involved in patient care and/or the billing of patient 
care.  They include: (1) Health plans – HMOs, health insurers, group health plans 
including employee welfare benefit plans, and agencies administering Medicare, 
Medicaid, etc.; (2) health care providers; and, (3) clearinghouses and business 
associates of health plans and providers. Being covered by HIPAA, i.e., being a HIPAA 
covered entity, carries burdens and responsibilities with violations that can impose 
criminal and civil liabilities. 

With respect to this assessment, managed care organizations and physicians are 
HIPAA covered entities.  Pharmacies are HIPAA covered entities when processing 
pharmacy claims (but not when paid by the patient direct).  Pharmaceutical companies 
are not HIPAA covered entities.  Because the origin of data is billing for patient 
prescriptions from a HIPAA covered entity, subsequent sharing (“secondary sharing”) of 
the data to the pharmaceutical company must adhere to the provisions set forth in the 
HIPAA.

The HIPAA Privacy Rule provides three ways in which patient data can be shared free 
of HIPAA burdens and responsibilities [11].  These are: (1) the Safe Harbor Provision; 
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(2) the Limited Data Set; and, (3) the Scientific Standard.  Collectively, we term these 
the “HIPAA provisions.”

2.3.1 HIPAA Safe Harbor Provision

The HIPAA Safe Harbor provision describes which data elements must be removed in 
order for the patient-specific data to be shared free of HIPAA burdens and 
responsibilities.  There are 18 categories of patient data elements that must be removed 
before the data can be shared.  These include the following explicitly identifying and 
demographic fields:

(A) Names; 
(B) All geographic subdivisions, except first 3 digits  of ZIP code (only 2 digits if ZIP population < 20K)
(C) All elements of dates (except year) for dates 
(D) Telephone numbers;           
(E) Fax numbers; 
(F) Electronic mail addresses; 
(G) Social security numbers; 
(H) Medical record numbers; and other numbers ...
(N) Web Universal Resource Locators (URLs); 
(O) Internet Protocol (IP) address numbers; 
(P) Biometric identifiers, etc

If the Dataset would remain useful once these fields are removed, then the HIPAA Safe 
Harbor Provision would provide the solution.  Each managed care organization would 
remove these fields of data prior to providing the data to pharmaceutical company.  

To adhere to the HIPAA Safe Harbor provision, the Dataset would have to make the 
following changes: (1) prescription_number would have to be removed; and (2) 
date_of_fill and reimbursement_date  could only report the year.  All other fields, such 
as the pharmacy identity would remain the same.  We term this version of the Dataset to 
be “Safe Harbor Data.”

2.3.2 HIPAA Limited Data Set

The Limited Data Set provision is for researchers, who enter into a data use agreement 
and receive the minimal information needed for their research study.  An Institutional 
Review Board decides on the minimum fields and content needed for the specific 
research protocol provided.  Unlike the Safe Harbor provision, full dates and geography 
may be shared.  In this case, the data sharing arrangement between the managed care 
organizations and the pharmaceutical company is not for research but for marketing, 
and so, the Limited Data Set provision does not apply.
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2.3.3 HIPAA Scientific Standard

The HIPAA Scientific Standard provision allows someone trained in statistics or scientific 
principles to attest that the provided information has no more than a minimal chance 
that someone could be re-identified.

Given the nature and content of the health information and based on generally accepted 
computational, statistical and scientific principles and methods, a person certifies that 
“the risk is very small that the information could be used, alone or in combination with 
other reasonably available information, by an anticipated recipient to identify an 
individual who is a subject of the information.”

Advantages to using the HIPAA Scientific Standard provision for constructing Dataset 
are that there is no prohibition against using any particular data elements, no limitation 
on further sharing, no required data use agreement, and no IRB review.  The challenge 
is to demonstrate that the data elements that comprise Dataset are sufficiently de-
identified.  

In summary, HIPAA provides three ways to freely share data from HIPAA covered 
entities –namely, the Safe Harbor provision, the Limited Data Set provision, and the 
Scientific Standard provision.  The Safe Harbor provision requires further redaction of 
Dataset.  The Limited Data Set provision does not apply.  Using the Scientific Standard 
provision on Dataset is the subject of this paper and is further described in the next 
sections.

3. Methods

3.1 Identifiability

One way to report the risk of re-identification is to determine the number of people to 
whom a record could refer.  This is termed “identifiability.”  Figure 4 shows two examples 
in which information is released and compared against a known population.  On the left, 
in Figure 4a, each of the released profiles are ambiguous in terms of head shape and 
shading.  Neither can be uniquely  identified.  The top  released profile matches Hal and 
Len indistinguishably and the bottom profile ambiguously matches Jim and Mel.  The 
release shown on the right, in Figure 4b  is different.  There is only  one person in the 
known population (Hal) having the same color and head shape.  In this case, the record 
referring to Hal is uniquely re-identified even though many of Halʼs details had been 
removed.

While unique re-identifications obviously pose a privacy problem, so do situations in 
which a record maps ambiguously to a few known people.  In Figure 4a, both released 
profiles map to two individuals, but these people are both explicitly known, so they  can 
both be contacted with little effort.  Of course, the larger the number of people to whom 
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a record refers, even if all of the people are known, the greater the effort usually  needed 
to contact so many or make use of the information.  

Counting the number of possible re-identifications for a record is a useful measure of 
privacy risk, but what is needed is a way to estimate the number of people to whom a 
record might refer.

Figure 4. The identifiability  of the profiles released in (a) are each ambiguously  re-identified to two 
named persons.  The top profile released in (b) is uniquely re-identified to Hal. 

3.2 Identifiability of a Dataset

In 2001, Sweeney introduced the Risk Assessment Server as a way to measure the 
identifiability of a dataset based on her earlier work on identifiability [20]. The Risk 
Assessment Server has been commercially licensed to companies that continue to use 
it to report re-identification risks by estimating the number of named persons to which 
each record could relate given its model of the U.S. population and its knowledge of 
publicly available datasets [15][16].  The output of the Risk Assessment Server is a plot 
of identifiability estimates, in graduated size groupings, that report the number of people 
to which a released record is apt to refer.

Figure 5 shows the results from the Risk Assessment Server based on {date of birth, 
gender, 5-digit ZIP} in the United States.  The lower left plot shows that 87% of the 
population is uniquely identified by these characteristics.  As age information is 
generalized and as geographical reference to the patientʼs residence is made less 
specific, uniqueness deteriorates and privacy protection increases.  For example, {year 
of birth, gender, 5-digit ZIP} drops the unique identifiability to 0.04% (see the lower right 
plot in Figure 5).  This provides some evidence as to why HIPAA Safe Harbor provisions 
tend to focus on prescribing general demographics, because in general, the unique 
identifiability of the demographics prescribed by the HIPAA Safe Harbor is 0.04%.

The Results section reports findings from applying the Risk Assessment Server to 
Dataset.  It shows the number of people who could be identified in Dataset, in entirety 
and by state. 
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Figure 5. {date of birth, gender, 5-digit ZIP} uniquely identifies 87.1% of USA population, but as 
ZIP is made less specific, the identifiability drops to 18.1% (bottom to top).  Similarly, as the age 
of the client is made less specific, the identifiability drops to 0.04% (left to right).  All values 
include gender.  The horizontal axis of each sub-plot is the number of people who reside in the 
geographical area and the vertical axis is the percentage of the population uniquely identified 
by the noted combination of demographics noted.  As the demographics are aggregated, the 
points move towards 0% identifiable.  HIPAA Safe Harbor provisions have 0.04% identifiability. 
See [20].

3.3 Re-identification

A “re-identification” results when a record in the Dataset can likely be related to the 
patient who is the subject of the record in such a way that direct and reasonably specific 
communication with the patient (or authorized representative) is possible.  This involves 
determining a likely strategy for learning the explicit name (or SSN) of the patient, or for 
mailing or phoning the patientʼs household.  Re-identifications include the ability to 
possibly survey over a small and limited set of named individuals, households, or phone 
numbers for which the patient is a member of the named set.  The Risk Assessment 
Server not only computes the number of people who could be re-identified but it also 
reports the re-identification strategy.
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4. Identifiability Results

The Risk Assessment Server identifies which fields and/or records in the Dataset are 
vulnerable to known re-identification inference strategies.  The output of the assessment 
server is a report on the identifiability of the Dataset with respect to those inference 
strategies.  “Identifiability” estimates, in graduated sized groupings, the number of 
people to which a record is likely to refer.  These groupings are called binsizes.  For the 
Dataset, the Risk Assessment Server reports an estimate of how many records match 
the criteria uniquely (binsize of 1), how many records are likely to relate to one of two 
possible people (binsize of 2), and so on.  In any given report, the number of patients 
appearing in a smaller binsize is not also counted in a larger binsize, unless otherwise 
noted as a cumulative result.  

In 2003, the pharmaceutical company provided a sample of the Dataset reportedly 
covered a representative 3-months of transactions in the States (“Sample”).  Upon 
examination of the records in Sample, prescriptions from states beyond the 9 states that 
are the subject of this engagement were also found.  Nevertheless, this engagement 
remained specifically limited to the 9 states listed above.  The Risk Assessment Server 
evaluates the identifiability of the data stream and not the identifiability of any specific 
smaller subset of the data stream. The analysis is on the entire Dataset.  Below are the 
results as they appeared in 2003.

Figure 6 reports on the identifiability of records in the Dataset based on the minimal 
combinations of fields for the State of New York.  Binsize 1 accounts for 421,282 (of 
17,990,026 or 2.3%) individuals whose information could appear in the Dataset such 
that their records are likely to provide unique re-identifications.  Results for the first 6 
binsizes are replicated in an enlarged format in Figure 7.  Binsizes 1 and 2 combined 
account for 1,088,542 (of 17,990,026 or 6.1%) individuals. Binsizes 1 through 6 
combined account for 3,298,092 (of 17,990,026 or 18.3%) individuals. Their records are 
likely to provide unique re-identifications or match up to 6 other identified people.  

Figure 6. Binsize identifiability rates for the State of New York
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Figure 7. Binsize identifiability rates for the State of New York for bin sizes 1 to 20

Binsize NY AZ TX PA IL CA FL MI MA
1 2.34% 1.24% 0.03% 0.02% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
2 6.05% 3.72% 0.11% 0.10% 0.09% 0.05% 0.01% 0.01% 0.00%
3 9.33% 6.37% 0.24% 0.27% 0.28% 0.10% 0.03% 0.02% 0.01%
4 12.55% 8.93% 0.39% 0.50% 0.61% 0.15% 0.05% 0.05% 0.01%
5 15.48% 11.31% 0.57% 0.79% 1.04% 0.22% 0.09% 0.09% 0.02%
6 18.33% 14.24% 0.77% 1.04% 1.48% 0.29% 0.14% 0.15% 0.03%
7 21.12% 16.93% 0.98% 1.35% 1.94% 0.35% 0.19% 0.23% 0.04%
8 24.11% 19.31% 1.24% 1.74% 2.42% 0.42% 0.24% 0.34% 0.05%
9 26.86% 22.61% 1.50% 2.11% 2.90% 0.50% 0.32% 0.46% 0.07%
10 29.24% 25.98% 1.76% 2.50% 3.38% 0.58% 0.42% 0.61% 0.10%
11 31.94% 28.96% 2.04% 2.99% 3.89% 0.66% 0.51% 0.78% 0.13%
12 34.92% 31.61% 2.36% 3.50% 4.36% 0.75% 0.61% 0.97% 0.16%
13 37.95% 34.49% 2.72% 3.99% 4.77% 0.84% 0.71% 1.16% 0.19%
14 40.62% 37.75% 3.03% 4.54% 5.24% 0.91% 0.83% 1.39% 0.23%
15 44.13% 40.94% 3.40% 5.02% 5.72% 1.00% 0.94% 1.60% 0.27%
16 46.84% 44.29% 3.70% 5.56% 6.20% 1.08% 1.05% 1.77% 0.32%
17 49.43% 48.02% 4.03% 6.19% 6.64% 1.18% 1.18% 1.96% 0.35%
18 52.04% 50.68% 4.38% 6.73% 6.97% 1.28% 1.34% 2.16% 0.39%
19 54.69% 53.33% 4.76% 7.33% 7.27% 1.37% 1.44% 2.38% 0.44%
20 57.01% 55.58% 5.17% 7.90% 7.55% 1.45% 1.62% 2.60% 0.48%

Figure 8 shows the cumulative percentages for each of the states for binsizes 1 through 
20.  
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Figure 9. Binsize identifiability rates for the Illinois for bin sizes 1 to 20 for Sample Year

Figure 10. Binsize identifiability rates for the Illinois for bin sizes 1 to 20 (Present)

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show results for Illinois as derived from the Sample provided.  
The dominant re-identification strategy in Figure 9 uses another prescription dataset 
that included patient ZIP and age to link to claims data that had the patientʼs month and 
year of birth.  However, policy changes led to the prescription dataset being removed 
from public consideration (remaining available for commercial purchase however). 
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Figure 11. Binsize identifiability rates for the State of Michigan for bin sizes 1 to 20

Figure 12. Binsize identifiability rates for the State of Massachusetts for bin sizes 1 to 
20
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Figure 13. Binsize identifiability rates for the State of Florida for bin sizes 1 to 20

Figure 14. Binsize identifiability rates for the State of California for bin sizes 1 to 20
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Figure 15. Binsize identifiability rates for the State of Pennsylvania for bin sizes 1 to 20

Figure 16. Binsize identifiability rates for the State of Texas for bin sizes 1 to 20
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Figure 17. Binsize identifiability rates for the State of Arizona for bin sizes 1 to 20

Figure 18. Depiction of common re-identification strategy that provided re-identification 
results. 

The principal re-identification strategy identified by the Risk Assessment Server is 
depicted in Figure 18.  It is a 2-stage re-identification that uses publicly available 
hospital discharge and ambulatory claims data (e.g. described in [21]) to learn more 
patient demographics.  The patient demographics are then linked to a population 
register, such as a voter list to identify the patients by name.  

In order to facilitate the linking, we used additional prescription data to construct models 
for inferring patient ZIP from pharmacy ZIP, service date from the date of fill and 
prescription information, and we used databases that relate medications to diseases 
(e.g., [22]).
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Because the availability of claims data and the fields contained within claims data varies 
from state to state, as well as differences in the population demographics in each state, 
the results vary from state to state.

Below are some additional observations.

Observation #1. Personnel Information.
Among the benefits plans explicitly listed under the plan name field in the Dataset is the 
pharmaceutical company itself.  The prescriptions of the companyʼs personnel appear in 
the Dataset.  Using information held semi-privately or privately within the company, the 
identities of these people could be reliably determined and therefore as an employer, 
the company could have access to sensitive health information on its employees.  This 
is not the expressed use of the Dataset, but is an important matter.  In the reported 
results above and discussion that follows, the companyʼs personnel re-identifications 
are not included.

Observation #2. Targeted groups are sensitive.
Reliable re-identifications of targeted groups of people are possible in the Dataset.  
While the total quantities of people re-identified by a single targeted attack may not itself 
provide large numbers of re-identifications, the fact that most or many people in the 
targeted group can be re-identified is of concern.  A glaring example in the Sample was 
patients with HIV.  

5. Discussion

Knowing that people can be re-identified in the data means it is not anonymous, but it is 
sufficiently de-identified?  For years, the HIPAA Scientific Standard was crippled by this, 
but eventually a new scientific-legal approached emerged based on counting the 
number of people who could be re-identified in the data.  Below is a description of this 
method and its comparison to other standards.

5.1 Compliance with the HIPAA Scientific Standard

Under the HIPAA Scientific Standard, the risk for re-identification has to be “very small” 
but the regulation never provides any  explicit means to quantify  how small is very small.  
So, lawyers and statisticians alike were leery to use the provision.  Sweeney introduced 
the Privacert Risk Assessment model for HIPAA Compliance (“Privacert Model”) as a 
way of determining whether data are sufficiently de-identified under the HIPAA Scientific 
Standard [16].  The idea is simple: accept a dataset that doesnʼt make any more people 
identifiable than is made identifiable by the HIPAA Safe Harbor.  Recall earlier, that in 
general the identifiability  of the HIPAA Safe Harbor is 0.04%.  The Privacert Model 
therefore, in general, accepts a dataset that may include fields not allowed by the 
HIPAA Safe Harbor (e.g., full dates and ZIP codes) provided no more people are put at 
risk to re-identification than would be allowed by the HIPAA Safe Harbor.
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Qunitles was the first to use a version of the approach in real-world practice [17] and 
bioterrorism surveillance efforts sought to use the approach more widely.  Over the last 
6 years, the approach has been used commercially by  numerous large insurance and 
data mining companies and government  agencies [16].

Applying the Privacert Model generically to the results in Figure 8, data from the states 
of New York and Arizona would not satisfy the standard where as data in the states of 
Texas, Pennsylvania, Illinois, California, Florida, Michigan, and Massachusetts would.

In 2003, when these identifiability results were first produced, Stoto conducted a survey 
of statistical literature and inferred that in comparison to the practices of federal 
statistical offices an acceptable standard might be 4% [14]. But these offices are 
operating with different kinds of data under different regulatory regimes. In comparison, 
the 0.04% standard described earlier is derived from risks prescribed by HIPAA itself.

Observation: These results are based on the identifiability  of isolated claims.  If the 
claims are combined for the same person over time, the combination would likely 
provide significantly  more unique re-identifications as the prescription history over time 
correlates with new diagnoses over time.  

5.2 De-identification Failure

In closing, this writing simultaneously shows the best of de-identification practice and  
by doing so, exposes the worst of de-identification as a regime.  The best is that HIPAA 
provides a mechanism in which privacy risk from de-identification can be assessed 
relative to its own standard (the Safe Harbor provision).  Notwithstanding this solution, 
de-identification is fraught with serious perils that demand a new approach.  Below are 
four concerns.

Dynamic risk.
Data sufficiently de-identified today may be re-identifiable tomorrow because there is no 
knowledge or coordination of datasets that may be available tomorrow.  For example, 
access to data linkable to prescription claims in Illinois changed radically during the 
study period.  See Figure 9 and Figure 10.  In this case, the re-identification dropped 
from what would have been the most identifiable state (71% unique identification) to one 
of the least identifiable states (0.01% unique identification) due to the redaction of fields 
and changes in data access policies to prescription and other data.  As more data is 
made readily available, such as credit card purchases, online prescription purchases,  
email messages about refills, and cell phone location data, re-identification risks 
increase because there is no coordination between the data releases.  There is not 
necessarily coordination between other releases of prescription data made by the same 
managed care organizations.

Undisclosed risk.
A data recipient could hold other data which could facilitate linking but not have been 
considered in the risk assessment or that could have been acquired after the risk 
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assessment completed.  The results in Figure 9 and Figure 10 provide an example.  The 
pharmaceutical company that is the subject of the assessment of Dataset could have 
access to the other prescription dataset referred that holds more identifiable patient data 
(see Figure 9), and could then use that dataset to re-identify patients in Dataset.  A 
company falsely believing the data could not be re-identified may unknowingly put data 
at risk or not seek necessary security precautions.  After all, data that adheres to the 
HIPAA Safe Harbor or Scientific Standard provisions can be shared freely without 
further review or restrictions on use.  Over time, companies relying on data streams of 
de-identified data can easily fall victim to supply chain problems due to unforeseen 
fluctuations in re-identification risk.

Lack of universal specification of fields.
The application of a level of acceptable uniqueness (e.g., 0.04%) is not aligned with a 
universal list of data elements.  Re-identification risks vary with population 
demographics and data availability, requiring data elements to vary across populations 
in order to achieve the same level of risk.  Holding the level of uniqueness constant, 
requires changes in fields across states.  For example, to get Dataset to be compliant 
with the 0.04% standard would require further redaction in the fields for New York 
(2.34%), but no further redaction in the fields for Massachusetts (0.0%).

Lack of accountability.
A person could be egregiously harmed by data sharing, but not be able to show the 
hidden trail that led to the harm. There is no way for a person to know who holds data 
that could be re-identified to him at any given time.  Even if he knows direct data 
recipients, such as the pharmacy he visits, he cannot necessarily know about other 
recipients, such as the pharmaceutical company sending him direct ads. This lack of 
transparency provides a lack of accountability in tracking harms.   An example is the 
compilation and use of personal prescription profiles by companies [23].

What is needed are strong technical solutions with guarantees that no on can be re-
identified yet the information remain practically useful.  Such approaches offer 
anonymity by demonstrating that records cannot even be reliably matched back to the 
source from which they come.  Imagine Dataset having a computer program modify its 
values so that each record ambiguously relates to the original data.  If the records 
cannot reliably match to the original source, then the protection holds regardless of any 
other external sources of information.  Examples of such technical approaches to 
anonymization are k-anonymity [9] and differential privacy [10].  Unfortunately, there has 
been little or no incentive to consider these approaches because of the availability of 
de-identified (but often re-identifiable) data.  

Another technical approach (termed “multiparty computation”) leverages the use of 
network communication so that data holders do not share person-specific data but 
instead jointly compute desired results (see [24] for a real-world example using 
homeless service utilization).  To apply this approach to Dataset, each managed care 
organization would have a computer that jointly aggregated prescription information by 
disease over time and by pharmacy location over time and then provide the aggregated 
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results to the pharmaceutical company.  The company would not receive patient-level 
details. These kinds of privacy solutions (data anonymization and multiparty 
computations) use technology to provide necessary protection for businesses and 
individuals, but as long as inferior de-identification standards exist, they will not flourish 
and Americans and American companies will not have privacy and utility, but will have to 
wrongfully choose between privacy or utility.  
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